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An ef!cient gradient-based algorithm for aerodynamic shape optimization is presented. The algorithm consists of
several components, including a novel integrated geometry parameterization and mesh movement, a parallel
Newton–Krylov "ow solver, and an adjoint-based gradient evaluation. To integrate geometry parameterization and
mesh movement, generalized B-spline volumes are used to parameterize both the surface and volume mesh. The
volumemesh ofB-spline control pointsmimics a coarsemesh; a linear elasticitymesh-movement algorithm is applied
directly to this coarsemeshand the!nemesh is regenerated algebraically.Using this approach,mesh-movement time
is reduced by two to three orders of magnitude relative to a node-based movement. The mesh-adjoint system also
becomes smaller and is thus amenable to complex-step derivative approximations. When solving the "ow-adjoint
equations using restarted Krylov-subspace methods, a nested-subspace strategy is shown to be more robust than
truncating the entire subspace.Optimization is accomplished using a sequential-quadratic-programming algorithm.
The effectiveness of the complete algorithm is demonstrated using a lift-constrained induced-dragminimization that
involves large changes in geometry.

I. Introduction

T HE aircraft industry faces two critical challenges in the 21st
century: climate change [1] and peak oil production [2,3]. These

problems may eventually be solved by alternative fuels such as
hydrogen and bio-kerosene. However, when production emissions
are included, these alternative fuels presently produce more green-
house gases than traditional kerosene [4]. Alternative fuels must
therefore be considered a long-term solution.

In the near term, unconventional aircraft con!gurations offer the
potential for reduced emissions and improved fuel ef!ciency. For
example, design studies of the blended-wing body suggest a 27%
reduction in fuel burn per seat mile compared with a conventional
composite aircraft [5]. But can we do better than this? In particular,
can we use numerical optimization to discover radically new
concepts in aircraft design?

Using numerical optimization to uncover novel con!gurations
is an exciting prospect, but there are signi!cant challenges. The
required optimization algorithmwill involvemultiple disciplines and
high-!delity analysis codes. The present work is focused on the
aerodynamic discipline with a view to incorporating the resulting
modules with other disciplines in subsequent work. Moreover, we
consider only clean aerodynamic con!gurations of !xed topology;
holes cannot be created or removed during the optimization.

Even if we limit ourselves to aerodynamic optimization, the
questions posed above remain very dif!cult. For example, any hope
of !nding novel drag-reduction concepts requires a highly "exible
and ef!cient geometry parameterization. Without a "exible
parameterization, the optimization algorithm may not reveal new

concepts. If the parameterization is inef!cient, the algorithmmay use
more design variables than necessary and converge slowly.

No method of parameterization is clearly superior to all others.
Nevertheless, for clean aerodynamic con!gurations with !xed
topologies, there are several arguments in favor of patched B-spline
surfaces. From approximation theory, we know that the space of
(p ! 1)-degree splines converges asymptotically to any function
f 2 Cp!1"a; b# with order p [6]. In particular, cubic B-splines will
converge at a fourth-order rate to the smooth geometries typically
used in aerodynamics (indeed, many geometries used in the
aerospace industry are B-splines). Although approximations based
on Fourier continuation [7] or Chebyshev partial sumsmay converge
faster, B-splines offer other advantages, such as local control of the
geometry. More complicated geometries, involving a !nite number
of piecewise-smooth surfaces, can be readily approximated by
joining the individual B-spline patches along their edges. For the
above reasons, we have chosen to parameterize geometries using
B-spline surfaces.

To address our motivating question, we also need a robust and fast
mesh-movement algorithm. Algebraic mesh movement can be fast
[8–10], but is typically limited to small shape changes. Liu et al. [11]
developed an algebraic mesh movement based on mapping the mesh
to a Delaunay graph. They demonstrate that the Delaunay graph
approach is robust for large shape changes, provided multiple
increments are used; however, analysis of their method suggests that,
in general, using multiple increments produces a discontinuous
objective function. This may limit the approach to gradient-free
optimization methods.

Batina [12] introduced spring-analogy mesh movement, which
models the mesh edges as springs. Although more robust than many
algebraic algorithms, the spring-analogy method can produce
negative cell volumes [13]. To address this problem, torsional [14,15]
and semitorsional [16,17] springs have been incorporated into the
spring-analogy method. These extensions greatly enhance the
robustness of the spring analogy, but they also increase the compu-
tational cost.

Johnson and Tezduyar [18] demonstrated that the equations of
linear elasticity can be used to achieve robust mesh movement, even
for large shape changes. This approach has been used successfully
for aeroelastic problems [19] and aerodynamic optimization [13,20].
Unfortunately, the equations of linear elasticity are typically less
diagonally dominant than the spring-analogy equations, so the
elasticity approach tends to be more computationally expensive.

Jakobsson and Amoignon [21] developed a promising mesh-
movement algorithm based on radial basis functions (RBFs). In RBF
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mesh movement, the surface displacements are interpolated into the
interior. This interpolation problem is relatively fast, although the
resultingmeshmay not interpolate the geometry unless the geometry
is also parameterized using radial basis functions [21]. Indeed, such a
parameterization is proposed by Allen and Rendall [22] and Morris
et al. [23], who implemented an integrated approach based on
RBFs for both mesh-movement and free-form deformation of the
geometry.

Our proposed mesh-movement algorithm also uses ideas from
free-form deformation [24] and integrates geometry parameter-
ization with mesh movement. Integration is achieved by parameter-
izing the mesh using the control points of B-spline volumes. The
control points corresponding to the surface nodes are adopted as the
design variables; hence, the geometry is parameterized as a B-spline
surface, as desired. Mesh movement is accomplished by applying
any standard movement algorithm to the coarse B-spline grid. Thus,
the proposed integrated approach provides an entire class of ef!cient
mesh-movement algorithms while simultaneously representing the
geometry as a B-spline surface. Details regarding the integrated
method can be found in Sec. II.

The "ow solver plays a critical role in an aerodynamic optimi-
zation algorithm. The solver must provide accurate aerodynamic
analyses for the range of geometries encountered during an
optimization. Moreover, these analyses must be performed rapidly
if the optimization is to be practical. To meet these requirements, we
use an ef!cient parallel Newton–Krylov "ow solver [25], which we
brie"y review in Sec. III.

Finally, wemust choose an optimization algorithm. Often, this is a
choice between fast local convergence (gradient-basedmethods) and
increased probability of !nding the global optimum (stochastic
methods). Our target application, which will involve hundreds or
even thousands of design variables, will likely lead to a highly
multimodal design space. We say likely, because the complexity of
the design space is not obvious a priori. Clearly there will be local
optima (consider the different ways to achieve elliptical loading), but
will there be a few or many? If the former, then a gradient-based
algorithm with a simple multistart procedure will be suf!cient. If the
latter, then a hybrid approach can be developed that couples a
stochastic global search with a gradient-based local search (see, for
example, Gage et al. [26] and Vicini and Quagliarella [27]). In either
case, gradients will provide invaluable information about the design
space.

To compute the gradient, an adjoint approach is adopted. By
introducing adjoint variables, Pironneau [28] showed that the
gradient can be calculated at a cost that is (virtually) independent of
the number of design variables. This adjoint-based gradient calcul-
ation was later pioneered by Jameson [29] within computational
aerodynamics and is now well established. A particular variation,
called the discrete adjoint method [30,31], ensures that the gradient is
exact with respect to the discrete objective function and compatible
with sophisticated nonlinear optimization algorithms.

The "ow-adjoint variables are governed by a sparse linear system.
This system can be solved, for example, using Krylov iterative
methods [10,32–35] or by time-marching the system to steady state
[29,36,37]. Among Krylov iterative methods, the restarted genera-
lized minimal residual (GMRES) method [38] is popular for solving
the adjoint equations. However, restarted GMRES may exhibit
degraded and, in some cases, stalled convergence. In Sec. IV.A, we
demonstrate improved convergence of the adjoint problem by
applying a nested Krylov subspace method.

Nielsen and Park [39] and Truong et al. [20] included mesh-
movement adjoint variables in the gradient evaluation and demons-
trated improved ef!ciency. Unfortunately, forming the mesh-adjoint
equations can be tedious, depending on the complexity of the mesh-
movement algorithm. Our proposed mesh-movement algorithm
produces a relatively small mesh-adjoint system, which simpli!es
code development, since its small size makes complex-step deri-
vative approximation [40–42] practical in the formation of the mesh-
adjoint equations (see Sec. IV.B).

The algorithm components are demonstrated by coupling them
with the SNOPT optimization software [43]. SNOPT is based on

the sequential-quadratic-programming paradigm and is designed
for nonlinear optimization problems with general (nonlinear)
constraints. The complete algorithm, incorporating the individual
components, is described and veri!ed in Sec. V. Subsequently, we
present an optimization example to illustrate the algorithm in Sec. VI
and provide some concluding remarks in Sec. VII.

II. Integrated Geometry Parameterization
and Mesh Movement

A. B-Spline Volume Meshes and Modi!ed Basis Functions

A B-spline tensor-product volume is a mapping from the cubic
domain

D$ f!$ %!; "; #& 2 "0; 1#3g

to P ' R3 and is de!ned by

x %!& $
XNi
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XNj

j$1
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j %"&N %p&
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The points Bijk are the de Boor control points, or simply control
points. The functions N %p&

i %!& are the B-spline basis functions of
order p; they are (p ! 1)-degree spline polynomials joined at
nondecreasing knot locations. The !rst p and last p knots are equal
to 0 and 1, respectively (i.e., we use open knot vectors [44]).

A B-spline volume mesh [45,46] is produced from Eq. (1) by
discretizing the domainD. The parameters !, ", and # do not need to
be discretized in a uniform way. Indeed, nonuniform parameter
spacing is usually necessary for precise control of mesh spacing in
physical space. If a "ow solver requires uniform mesh spacing in
parameter space, an intermediate mapping is implied.‡ A B-spline
volume and a corresponding mesh are illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that
B-spline volumes can also be generated by generalizing triangular
Bézier patches, which may be of interest to unstructured grid users.

The basis functions appearing in Eq. (1) are generalized to permit
curved knot lines [47]. For example, the basis functions in the !
direction are given by
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where Ti%"; #& are the knot values. Analogous de!nitions generalize
the basis functions N %p&

j %"; #; !& and N %p&
k %#; !; "&. Readers familiar

with B-splines will recognize that the above de!nition differs only in
its use of spatially varying knots. The spatially varying knots allow
the modi!ed B-spline basis to be tailored to different edges of a
geometry.

For !xed " and #, the modi!ed basis function (2) reduces to the
standard de!nition, so the modi!ed basis retains Cp!2 continuity at
the knots in the ! direction. Although less obvious, themodi!ed basis
is also Cp!2 in the " and # directions, provided Ti%"; #& 2 Cp!2 and
the internal knots have a multiplicity of, at most, one. This result is a
consequence of the chain rule and the smoothness of the derivative of
a B-spline with respect to its knots [48–50].

The internal knots of the modi!ed basis functions must be strictly
increasing and suf!ciently smooth, but the user is otherwise free to
choose the functional form. For simplicity, we use bilinear knots of
the form

‡In practice, !nite difference and other mapping-based discretizations use
the grid coordinates only, so the details of the B-spline parameters are not
important; however, the smoothness of the mapping must be consistent with
the order of the discretization being used. The fourth-order splines used here
are suitable for discretizations up to third-order.
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Ti%"; #& $ "%1 ! "&%1 ! #&#Ti;%0;0& ) ""%1 ! #&#Ti;%1;0&

) "%1 ! "&##Ti;%0;1& ) ""##Ti;%1;1& (3)

The four constants Ti;%0;0&, Ti;%1;0&, Ti;%0;1&, and Ti;%1;1& denote the ith
knot value at the " and # edges of the parameter space. Again, similar
knot de!nitions are used for Ti%#; !& and Ti%!; "&. Figure 2 shows an
example modi!ed basis function. The salient feature is the changing
basis location.

B. Approximating Grids Using B-Spline Volume Meshes

Wehave reviewed howB-spline volumes can be used, in theory, to
de!ne mappings from computational space to physical space. To use
these mappings in practice, the optimization algorithm could be
coupledwith aB-spline-basedmesh generator that provides access to
the control points and their sensitivities. Alternatively, since mesh
generators do not generally provide this functionality, we !t existing
grids to determine the initial control-point positions and the !, ", and
# parameter values.

A least-squares !t with parameter correction [51] is often used to
!nd spline curve and surface approximations to data points.We use a
similar least-squares !t to obtain B-spline volume approximations
of multiblock structured grids. Each block of the structured grid is
associated with a B-spline volume. For each B-spline volume, the
user chooses the number of control points and the B-spline order in
the parameter directions !, ", and #. At interfaces where blocks meet,
the number of control points and order must be consistent to ensure
continuity.

The !, ", and # values associated with each grid point are
determined using a chord-length parameterization. For example, the
! values, along a curve of constant " and #, are determined by the
normalized arc length. The knots along each edge of the B-spline
volume are located such that an equal number of nodes are in each
knot interval. Thus, the knots inherit a chord-length parameterization

from the !, ", and # values. We have found that chord-length-based
knots produce control grids that approximate the spacing of a coarse
mesh, a feature that is important for our chosen mesh-movement
algorithm. Once the knots along the edges of the volume are
calculated, the bilinear interpolation (3) is used to !nd knot values
in the interior.

Finally, the !tting algorithm solves least-squares systems to deter-
mine the control points that best approximate the mesh (for further
details, see [44]). Least-squares problems are solved sequentially for
the edge, face, and internal control points. This ordering ensures that
adjacent blocks have consistent grid-point locations. If necessary,
the iterative parameter-correction algorithm of Hoschek [51] can be
applied to improve the !t by adjusting the parameter values.

C. Applications of B-Spline Volumes

The control grid is designed tomimic a coarsemesh, so the surface
control points provide a low dimensional approximation of the
surface. This makes the surface control points a suitable choice for
the design variables in shape optimization. However, B-spline
volumes may be useful in applications other than optimization.

1) The mesh-movement algorithm can be used to generate high-
quality grids. A simple canonical grid, with the same surface patch
topology as a target geometry, can be morphed into a grid for the
target geometry (see [52]).

2) The surface control points can be used to control the shape of the
wing in studies of aeroelasticity.

3) The volume control points can be used for mesh adaptation,
rather than the individual grid points.

4) The parameter space can be re!ned in a smooth way to achieve
rigorous mesh convergence studies (see Sec. VI).

5) Hierarchical grids can easily be constructed for multigrid.
6) Grids and geometries suitable for high-order discretizations can

be obtained with a suitable choice of B-spline basis order.

D. Linear Elasticity Model for Control-Point Movement

Once !tted using B-spline volumes, the "ow-analysis mesh can be
manipulated using the control grid of points fBijkg. In particular, we
can apply anymesh-movement algorithm of our choice to the control
grid and regenerate the "ow-analysis mesh algebraically using
Eq. (1).

A very simple algebraic mesh-movement algorithm consists of
moving only those control points associated with design variables.
Although this !xes the internal control points, the mesh points near
the surface geometry will still move, because B-spline basis
functions at the boundary extend into the interior (imagine moving
the end of a spline curve while !xing the remaining control points).
Such a mesh-movement strategy may be useful if only small shape
changes are necessary.

Fig. 1 Example of a B-spline volume mesh: a) B-spline control grid and b) corresponding volume mesh.
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Fig. 2 Example two-dimensional modi!ed basis or, equivalently, a
three-dimensional modi!ed basis for !xed ".
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If larger shape changes are expected, then an algorithm is needed
that moves the internal control points based on the surface control
points. Essentially, any grid movement algorithm can be applied to
the control points: algebraic, spring analogy, linear elasticity, radial
basis functions, etc. For B-spline volume meshes, there are typically
two orders of magnitude fewer control points than grid points, so the
CPU time of the mesh movement becomes insigni!cant relative to
the "ow solution. For this reason, we have chosen to use a robust,
albeit expensive, linear-elasticity-based mesh movement.

We model the control mesh as a linear elastic solid with stiffness
controlled using a nonconstant Young’s modulusE. The algorithm is
very similar to the one used in Truong et al. [20]. The equations of
linear elasticity are discretized on theB-spline controlmesh using the
!nite element method with trilinear elements.

For large shape changes, the problem can be broken into a
sequence of m mesh-movement problems by moving the surface in
increments. When increments are used, the stiffness matrix becomes
a function of the control-point coordinates at the previous level
through the spatially varying Young’s modulus (explained below).
Thus, the linear equation for the control points at increment i has the
form

M%i&%b%i!1&;b%i&& $ K%i&%b%i!1&&"b%i& ! b%i!1&# ! f%i& $ 0;

i$ 1; . . . ; m (4)

where M%i& is the mesh-movement residual, b%i& is a block-column
vector of control-point coordinates, and K%i& is the symmetric-
positive-de!nite stiffnessmatrix. Given the properties of the stiffness
matrix, we solve Eq. (4) using the conjugate gradient method
preconditioned with an incomplete lower-upper (ILU) factorization:
speci!cally, ILU%p& [53] and a !ll level of p$ 1.

Element stiffness is controlled using a spatially varying Young’s
modulus. Young’smodulus is calculated at the beginning of themesh
movement, or at the beginning of each increment if the movement is
broken into smaller steps. The goal is to vary the element stiffness in
such a way that mesh quality is maintained in critical regions of the
grid (e.g., the boundary layer). Young’s modulus at increment i is
given by

E%i&
E $ !%i!1&

E

!%0&
E V%i!1&

E

; i$ 1; 2; . . . ; m (5)

where VE is the element volume and

!E $
!Y8

v$1

1

%uv * vv& + wv

"
2

(6)

is an orthogonality measure. The vectors uv, vv, and wv are unit
vectors parallel to the element edges that meet at vertex v, and they

form a right-handed system. Hence, the triple product %uv * vv& + wv

is positive for valid elements, equal to 1 for orthogonal vectors, and
tends to zero as the vectors become coplanar. Following Bar-Yoseph
et al. [54], !%i&

E is normalized in E%i&
E by its value on the initial mesh.

E. Mesh-Movement Examples

We demonstrate the integrated geometry parameterization and
mesh movement using two examples. In the !rst example, we
parameterize and morph an existing shape (the ONERA M6 wing
[55]) and test the algorithm using modest shape changes that are
typical of traditional aerodynamic shape optimization problems. The
second example involves morphing a "at plate into a blended-wing
body (BWB) with winglets and demonstrates the algorithm’s ability
to handle large geometric changes.

In both examples, we use a node-based mesh movement as a
benchmark for the B-spline mesh movement. The node-based algor-
ithm consists of applying the methodology described in Sec. II.D
to the individual nodes rather than the control points. In both
algorithms, the movement is broken into !ve increments (m$ 5),
and Poisson’s ratio is !xed at $$!0:2.

The grids produced by the two mesh-movement algorithms are
evaluated using an orthogonality measure based on Eq. (6). Speci-
!cally, the quality of an element E is de!ned by

QE $
#######
1

!E

s
$
Y8

v$1

%uv * vv& + wv (7)

It follows from this de!nition that elements with perfect ortho-
gonality have QE $ 1, and highly skewed elements have QE , 0.
To provide a fair comparison, in the case of the B-spline mesh-
movement algorithm, QE is measured for elements on the inter-
polated mesh and not the control grid. The measure is calculated for
each element and then grouped into 50 bins that uniformly divide the
range of possible values: namely, [0, 1]. These bins are then used to
produce a distribution of orthogonality. Integrating the distribution
over the orthogonality range "a; b# gives the ratio of elements that lie
in this range. In particular, integrating the distribution over [0, 1]
gives 1.

1. ONERA M6 Wing Morphed to Unswept Wing

We parameterize the ONERA M6 wing and transform it into an
unswept wing with NACA 0012 airfoil sections. The root chord of
the M6 wing is normalized to 1.0, and the unswept wing has a root
chord of 0.49664. The shape transformation involves sweep, scaling,
and section modi!cations.

The parameterization is obtained from the surface control points of
a B-splinemesh !tted to an initial 12-blockH-H-topology grid. Each

Fig. 3 Control grids and "ow-analysis meshes for the initial ONERA M6 wing geometry (left) and the !nal unswept-wing geometry (right).
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of the 12 blocks in the grid consists of 45 * 65 * 33 nodes, leading to
approximately 1:158 * 106 nodes in total. The mesh spacing is
typical for an inviscid "ow analysis with the offwall, leading-edge,
trailing-edge, and tip spacings set at 0.001 chord-length units. The
B-spline volumes for each block use Ni * Nj * Nk $ 13 * 13 * 9
control points; hence, the B-spline grid is approximately 60 times
smaller than the computational grid. Figure 3 shows the initial and
!nal B-spline control grids and their corresponding "ow-analysis
meshes.

Figure 4 plots the orthogonality distribution for the initial ONERA
M6 grid, the unswept-wing grid obtained using the B-spline mesh
movement, and the unswept-wing grid obtained using the node-
based mesh movement. The !nal grids have distributions that are
qualitatively similar to the initial distribution, which we would
expect for mesh-movement algorithms based on linear elasticity.
More notable are the similarities between the B-spline and node-
basedmesh-quality distributions. Indeed, in some cases, the B-spline
distribution is better; consider the !rst peak, near the low end of the
quality range, which is smaller for the B-spline mesh. This can be
attributed to the smoothing properties of the B-spline volumes.

For this problem, the B-spline and node-based mesh movement
required 227 s and 27.79 h, respectively, on a single 1500 MHz
Itanium 2 processor. For the B-splinemeshmovement, we found that
a !ll level of 1 was optimal in the ILU%p& preconditioner, and a !ll
level of 2 was better for the larger node-based problem. Although
better preconditioners may exist, the relative performance of the two
approaches is ultimately bounded by the relative size of their linear
systems.

2. Flat Plate Morphed to Blended-Wing Body

In this example, the initial shape is a "at platewith unit chord and a
semispan of 2. The mesh consists of 12 blocks in an H-H topology,
and each block has 45 * 45 * 45 nodes. The offwall spacing is 0.001
chord-length units, and the leading-edge, trailing-edge, and tip
spacing are 0.005 chord lengths.

The initial mesh is !t using 12 B-spline volumes, with 9 * 9 * 9
control points per volume; the control grid reduces the number of
degrees of freedom by a factor of 125 relative to the !ne mesh. The
!tted mesh for the "at plate is shown in Fig. 5a, together with its
control grid (inset).

The control points on the surface of the plate are chosen as design
variables. In this example, we set the design variables to obtain a
generic blended-wing geometrywithwinglets. The!nalmesh for the
blended-wing-body shape is shown in Fig. 5b. The perturbed-surface
control points and control grid are shown in the inset.

The orthogonality distribution for the "at-plate grid is plotted in
Fig. 6, together with the distributions for the BWB grids obtained
using the B-spline and node-based mesh-movement algorithms. The
initial grid is almost Cartesian and its distribution re"ects this: all the
elements have orthogonality measures greater than 0.74. In trans-
forming from the "at plate to the blended-wing body, some loss
of element orthogonality is unavoidable. As in the ONERA M6
example, the important observation is that the B-spline and node-
based mesh movements produce very similar quality distributions,
despite the signi!cant difference in CPU time: the B-spline mesh
movement required 128 s, and the node-based mesh movement
required 32.4 h.

The two examples presented here share the same surface and block
topology. To handle geometries with complicated surface features
(e.g., wing-body junctions), it would be necessary to consider more
general topologies. The issues posed by complex geometries are
similar to those encountered in multiblock grid generation of the
same geometries and can be accommodated using related blocking
strategies. For example, geometries with kinks or junctions can be
handled in a straightforward manner by joining B-spline surfaces
along their edges.

III. Flow Analysis
The "ow solver incorporated into the optimization algorithm uses

a second-order-accurate !nite difference discretization and a
Newton–Krylov solution strategy. The solver is described brie"y
below and in detail by Hicken and Zingg [25].

A. Governing Equations and Discretization

We consider the three-dimensional Euler equations on multiblock
structured grids. Applying a diffeomorphism from physical to
computational space, the Euler equations become

Orthogonality measure
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Fig. 4 Orthogonality distribution for the initial ONERA M6 grid and
grids for the unswept wing.

Fig. 5 Control grids and "ow-analysis meshes for the initial plate geometry (left) and !nal blended-wing body (right).
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@tQ̂) @!iÊi $ 0 (8)

where Q̂ is the vector of conservative "ow variables scaled by the
Jacobian of the mapping, and Êi is the inviscid "ux vector in the
coordinate direction !i.

The spatial derivatives in Eq. (8) are discretized using second-
order-accurate summation-by-parts (SBP) operators [56]. Boundary
conditions are imposed and blocks are coupled using simultaneous
approximation terms (SATs) [57]. The SBP-SAT discretization is
linearly time-stable, requires only C0 mesh continuity at block
interfaces, accommodates arbitrary block topologies, and has low
interblock communication overhead. To suppress high-frequency
modes, the discretization is augmented with combined second- and
fourth-difference scalar dissipation [58,59] or matrix dissipation
[60]. The discretization produces a set of nonlinear algebraic
equations, which is represented by the vector equation

R %q;b%m&& $ 0 (9)

where q is a block-column vector of the conservative "ow variables.
The "ow residual depends on the B-spline control points b%m&, since
these determine the nodal coordinates. When solving Eq. (9) for the
"ow variables, the control points are !xed.

B. Newton–Krylov Solution Algorithm

We solve the discretized Euler equations using a Newton–Krylov
strategy. This strategy involves, for each major iteration n, a sparse
linear system of the form

A%n&!q%n& $ !R%n& (10)

where R%n& $R%q%n&&, !q%n& $ q%n)1& ! q%n&, and

A%n&
ij $ @R%n&

i

@qj

) E%n&
ij

The Jacobian matrix A%n& is exact if the error E%n& is zero, and it is
approximate otherwise.

Successful convergence of Newton’s method depends on the
initial iterate q%0&, which must be suf!ciently close to the solution of
Eq. (9). For this reason, our algorithm is broken into two phases: 1) an
approximate-Newton startup phase to !nd a suitable initial iterate
and 2) an inexact-Newton phase. The startup phase uses an
approximate Jacobian based on a nearest-neighbor stencil and is
similar to the implicit Euler time-marching method. The inexact-
Newton phase gets its name from solving the Newton update (10)
inexactly to a relative tolerance of 10!2 using a Krylov linear solver.
The Krylov solver permits a Jacobian-free approach, since only
Jacobian-vector products are needed and these are approximated
using forward differences.

Although the matrix A%n& is different during the startup and
inexact-Newton phases, the solution method for the linear equation
remains the same. Speci!cally, we solve Eq. (10) in parallel using a
preconditioned Krylov iterative method. Experience suggests that
the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) [38] is an ef!-
cient Krylov method for aerodynamic applications. We use "exible
GMRES (FGMRES) [61] to accommodate iterative preconditioners.

Preconditioning is necessary when Krylov methods are used to
solve ill-conditioned problems. Two parallel preconditioners are
implemented in the solver: an additive-Schwarz preconditioner
[62–64] with no overlap (block Jacobi) and an approximate-Schur
preconditioner [65]. Both preconditioners require an ILU factori-
zation of the nearest-neighbor approximate Jacobian. This matrix
approximates the Jacobian, because it lumps the fourth-difference
dissipation into the second-difference dissipation [66]. ILU%p& [53]
with a !ll level of 1 is applied locally to each processor’s block of the
approximate Jacobian to obtain the incomplete factorizations (i.e.,
the factorization involves no communication).

IV. Gradient Evaluation
Let J denote an objective function to be minimized: for example,

drag or CD=CL. Let the vector of design variables be v$ "vTgeo; %#T ,
where vgeo are the geometric design variables and % is the angle of
attack. Recall that the geometric design variables are the coordinates
of the B-spline control points on the aerodynamic surface.

To !nd the gradient of J with respect to v, we regard the mesh-
movement and "ow equations as constraints and introduce the
Lagrangian function:

L$ J %v;b%m&;q& )
Xm

i$1

#%i&TM%i&%v;b%i!1&;b%i&&

) TR%v;b%m&;q& (11)

The Lagrange multipliers f#%i&gmi$1 and  are the mesh- and "ow-
adjoint variables, respectively. The !rst-order (necessary) optimality
conditions are obtained by setting the partial derivatives of L to zero
[67]. The partial derivatives with respect to the adjoint variables
recover the mesh-movement and "ow equations. Setting the partial
derivatives with respect to q and fb%i&gmi$1 to zero yields

!
@R
@q

"
T

 $!
!
@J
@q

"
T

(12)

!
@M%m&

@b%m&

"
T

#%m& $ !
!

@J
@b%m&

"
T

!
!

@R
@b%m&

"
T

 (13)

!
@M%i&

@b%i&

"
T

#%i& $ !
!
@M%i)1&

@b%i&

"
T

#%i)1&;

i 2 fm ! 1; m! 2; . . . ; 1g (14)

We follow the approach outlined in Truong et al. [20], and we drive
the conditions (12–14) to zero using a sequential approach. The
following subsections provide further details on these equations and
the methods used to solve them.

Finally, the gradient of the objective function is given by the partial
derivative of L with respect to v:

G - @L
@v

$ @J
@v

)
Xm

i$1

!
#%i&T @M

%i&

@v

"
) T @R

@v
(15)

where G denotes the gradient of the objective. Note that the mesh-
movement residuals depend on the design variables, since the
variables determine the position of the surface control points. Unlike
the partial derivatives in Eqs. (12–14), setting G to zero does not lead
to a linear system we can use to solve for v. Instead, we must drive G
to zero using a nonlinear optimizer (see Sec. V).
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A. Flow-Adjoint Equation

The "ow-adjoint variables are governed by the linear equation

AT $!
!
@J
@q

"
T

(12!)

If we choose to use a Krylov iterative method to solve Eq. (12!), then
we need only evaluate generic transposed-Jacobian products of the
form ATz, since Krylov methods need these products and not
necessarily the matrix itself.

Unlike the Jacobian-vector products used in the "ow solver, the
transposed-Jacobian-vector products cannot be approximated using
!nite differences. However, the transposed-Jacobian products can
be evaluated on-the-"y [68] or using reverse-mode automatic differ-
entiation of the residual [69]. These approaches offer reduced
memory requirements, since the Jacobian does not need to be stored.
Nevertheless, we prefer evaluating and storing the Jacobian and
subsequently performing the transposed products explicitly.We have
found that this approach is more ef!cient than the methods above,
because the explicit products are faster and the cost of computing the
Jacobian is amortized over the total time needed to converge the
adjoint equations.

There are several methods available for computing the Jacobian
matrix. Nielsen and Kleb [70] used the complex-step method [40]
with coloring to ef!ciently and accurately evaluate the entries of the
Jacobianmatrix.Mader et al. [71] constructed the residual on a node-
by-node basis and then evaluated each row of the transposed
Jacobian by applying the reverse mode of automatic differentiation.

We use a combination of analytical and complex-step differen-
tiation to evaluate the Jacobian matrix. The Euler "uxes and
numerical dissipation are differentiated analytically. Much of this
linearization is already available from the approximate Jacobian,
which is used to build the preconditioner for both the primal and dual-
"ow problems. This reusability is one of the advantages of the
Newton–Krylov approach when calculating the adjoint.

The SAT operators that couple blocks and impose boundary
conditions have the following form:

! f. $ 1
2
%jAj. A&%q! qbc& (16)

where qbc contains either boundary data or neighboring block
variables. We differentiate the SAToperators using the complex-step
method [40,42], which simpli!es their linearization. SAT terms
appear only in the equations at block interfaces and boundaries, so
the application of the complex-stepmethod has a negligible effect on
CPU time. There is no bene!t to using the reverse-mode here, since
the number of inputs and outputs is equal.

1. Flow Jacobian Veri!cation

To verify the accuracy of the Jacobian matrix, we implemented a
complex-variable version of the "ow residual. When applied to the
"ow residual, the complex-step method provides a second-order-
accurate approximation of the matrix-vector product Az. Unlike
!nite difference approximations, the complex-step method does not
experience subtractive cancellation errors as the step size is reduced.
Thus,thetruncationerrorinthecomplex-stepapproximationcanbere-
duced tomachine accuracyby choosing a suf!ciently small step size.

Figure 7 shows the difference between matrix-vector products
evaluated using the Jacobianmatrix and products evaluated using the
complex-step method, for various step sizes. The same random
vector z is used for both products, and the second-difference
dissipation coef!cient is set to zero. Similar results are producedwith
distinct z, so we conclude that the Jacobian matrix is accurate to
machine error.

2. Iterative Solution of the Flow-Adjoint Equation

To obtain a gradient accurate to 10!6, the"ow-adjoint systemmust
be solved to a relative tolerance of10!8 [72]. This tolerance requires a
considerable number of Krylov iterations, unlike the larger tolerance
of 10!2 used for the linear systems of the inexact-Newton"ow solver.

The memory requirements of GMRES and its "exible variant
FGMRESgrow linearlywith the number of iterations. This can cause
problems when GMRES is applied to the adjoint problem and
memory is limited. One way to reduce the memory burden is to use
restarted versions of GMRES or FGMRES, denoted as GMRES(m)
and FGMRES(m). These solvers simply restart after everymKrylov
iterations, which keeps memory requirements proportional to m.
Unfortunately, restarted Krylov solvers often exhibit degraded and,
in some cases, stalled convergence.

To address this, we have developed a "exible variant of the Krylov
method GCROT [73], called GCROT%m; k& [74], which uses the
same amount of memory as FGMRES (m) k). Unlike restarted
FGMRES,GCROTdoes not discard the entire Krylov subspace each
time it restarts but instead maintains a set of vectors from one outer
iteration to the next. This nested-subspace strategy has been shown to
perform very well with respect to full GMRES while maintaining a
Krylov subspace of !xed size [73].

To demonstrate the performance of GCROT%m; k&, we consider
the solution of the "ow-adjoint variables corresponding to J $ L,
where L is the lift, on a 1-million-node mesh using 12 processors.
Figure 8 plots the L2-norm of the (relative) adjoint system residual
versus CPU time in seconds. Results were obtained on a Beowulf-
class cluster consisting of Itanium2 processors with a 6MBL3 cache
and a clock speed of 1500 MHz. Typically, the "ow solver requires
approximately 30 min to converge 10 orders of magnitude for this
size of mesh, number of processors, and architecture. Thus, Fig. 8
indicates that GCROT solves the adjoint system to a relative
tolerance of 10!8 in 50% of the time needed to converge the "ow
solution. For the low-memory case, observe that FGMRES(20) stalls
while GCROT(10,10) converges. When more memory is available
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[i.e., FGMRES(50) and GCROT(25,25)], the performances of the
two solvers are similar. Our experience suggests that these results
are typical: when FGMRES (m) k) converges, GCROT%m; k& con-
verges with similar CPU time; when FGMRES(m) k) stalls,
GCROT%m; k& converges.

B. Mesh-Adjoint Equations

There are two types of B-spline mesh-adjoint equations: namely,
Eqs. (13) and (14). The system matrix appearing in these equations
can be found by differentiating the control mesh-movement
equation (4) with respect to b%i&:

!
@M%i&

@b%i&

"
T

$ K%i&T $ K%i&; i 2 fm;m ! 1; . . . ; 1g

where we have used the symmetry of the stiffness matrix K%i&. The
symmetry of the stiffnessmatrix allows themesh-movement solution
algorithm to be reused for the mesh adjoints; hence, we use the
conjugate gradient method preconditioned with ILU(1) to solve both
Eqs. (13) and (14).

Unlike the left-hand sides, the right-hand sides of Eqs. (13) and
(14) are very different. To evaluate the right-hand side (RHS) of the
adjoint equation (13), we make liberal use of the chain rule:

!
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(17)

where g andm are block-column vectors of the grid coordinates and
metrics, respectively. The blocks in g are composed of x$ %x; y; z&
at each node, with the coordinates de!ned by the B-spline volume-
mesh equation (1). Similarly, the blocks in m consist of the nine
components of r!i at each node. The term @J =@gjm denotes the
partial derivative of the objectivewith respect to the grid coordinates
while freezing the metric terms (similarly for @J =@mjg). Equa-
tion (17) provides a right-hand-side reformulation that is signi!-
cantly easier to implement. Note that none of the matrices appearing
in Eq. (17) are stored, since only the resulting vector is needed.

When the number of increments is greater than one, wemust solve
the additional adjoint equations (14). Again, the dif!culty presented
by these equations is evaluating their right-hand sides. The move-
ment residual M%i)1& has a complicated nonlinear dependence on
the control points b%i& through Young’s modulus (5); therefore, in the
present work, we evaluate the right-hand sides of Eq. (14) using the
complex-step method. Evaluating the right-hand sides in this way
typically requires more CPU time than solving the mesh-adjoint
systems. However, the relatively small control grid ensures that the
impact on the total CPU time is small, as we demonstrate in
Sec. IV.D.

C. Veri!cation of Gradient Accuracy

Given the complexity of the present algorithm and the use of hand
differentiation, verifying the gradient accuracy is essential. Our goal
in this section is to demonstrate that the gradient is suf!ciently
accurate for gradient-based optimization.

Consider a 12-block mesh around a generic wing with no sweep
(see Fig. 9). Each block consists of 23 * 33 * 17 nodes and is !t with
B-spline volumes. The wing is parameterized using the B-spline
control points corresponding to the surface. These control points are
depicted as white spheres in Fig. 9. In total, there are 298 design
variables: 297 geometric variables plus the angle of attack.

Each component of an objective-function gradient can be veri!ed
using a !nite difference approximation; however, this would be time-
consuming for the number of design variables considered here.
Instead, we use a directional derivative to check all the gradient
components simultaneously. For a given direction d, the directional
derivative is given by

DdJ $ G + d

and a second-order !nite difference approximation is

DdJ $ J %v) &d& ! J %v ! &d&
2&

)O%&2&

where & is a perturbation parameter. In the !nite difference
approximation, the perturbation to the design variables is propagated
through the entire algorithm; that is, this is an approximation to the
total derivative of J and not the partial derivative.

In principle, one could use a complex-step-based directional deri-
vative to test the gradient accuracy; however, the additional accuracy
of such a test is not justi!ed, given the costs of implementing a
complex-variable version of the Newton–Krylov solution algorithm.

Individual components of the gradient can differ in magnitude by
2–4 orders; therefore, it is tempting to choose a direction d such that
each element of the gradient makes an equal contribution to DdJ .
However, this tends to increase the step-size range overwhich round-
off errors affect the !nite difference approximation. Instead, we use
the direction

%d&i $ sign"%G&i#

which gives a directional derivative equal to the L1 norm of the
gradient. This direction does not eliminate the possibility that large
gradient components will overwhelm small gradient components,
but it does prevent subtractive cancellation between gradient
components.

Figure 10 plots the relative error between the adjoint-based and
!nite difference values of DdJ , for both J $ L and J $D. For
each objective, the freestream Mach number is !xed at 0.5 and the
angle of attack is !xed at 4 deg. The plot shows the expected second-
order convergence of the !nite difference approximation and its
eventual contamination by round-off errors. These results suggest
that the adjoint-based gradients are at least as accurate as !nite
difference approximations with optimal step sizes.

D. CPU-Time Breakdown
Table 1 lists a CPU-time breakdown of the objective function and

gradient evaluations. The times are normalized by the total time
required to calculate the objective function (the !rst row in bold). To
ensure the gradient is accurate to 10!6, the "ow and "ow-adjoint
equations are converged 10 and 8 orders, respectively. The mesh-
movement and mesh-adjoint equations are converged 12 orders;
while this tolerance may be unnecessary for the desired gradient
accuracy, the additional CPU time is insigni!cant. Times are

Fig. 9 Genericwingwith parameterizing control points (white spheres)
used for the gradient accuracy veri!cation.
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provided for two grid sizes to illustrate how the components of the
algorithm scale.

The two examples in Table 1 use B-spline volumes with the same
number of control points. Consequently, the mesh-movement and
mesh-adjoint routines have a very weak dependence on grid size.
This is re"ected in the normalized CPU times, which differ by an
order of magnitude between the two grids. While the mesh-
movement and mesh-adjoint CPU times are relatively signi!cant for
the coarse grid, they represent only 3.4% of the total computational
effort on the !ne grid. Thus, B-spline mesh movement is very
ef!cient for the !ne grid, which is representative of the grids used
in practice. On the !ne grid, the total time needed to compute the
gradient is less than one-half of that needed for the objective.

V. Optimization Algorithm
We use the software package SNOPT [43] to solve nonlinear

optimization problems with general constraints. SNOPT uses a
sequential-quadratic-programing algorithm that is capable of hand-
ling both linear and nonlinear constraints.

SNOPT measures convergence using the !rst-order optimality
conditions, also known as the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) condi-
tions. Let c and $ denote the SNOPT constraints and Lagrange
multipliers, respectively. An element of cmay be, for example, a lift
constraint, an area constraint, a span constraint, etc. The KKT
conditions are given by [75]

rv%J ) $Tc& $ 0

ci%v& $ 0 8 i 2 E

ci%v& / 0 8 i 2 I

'i / 0 8 i 2 I

'ici%v& $ 0 8 i 2 E [ I

where E and I denote the set of equality and inequality constraints,
respectively. For an optimization problem to be considered conver-
ged, SNOPT requires the KKT conditions to be satis!ed to within a
speci!ed tolerance ". We use a tolerance of "$ 10!7 for the cases
presented here.

The Hessian of the SNOPT Lagrangian, J ) $Tc, is approxi-
mated using the quasi-Newton method of Broyden–Fletcher–
Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS). We use the full-memory BFGS update
rather than the limited-memory option, since the storage require-
ments are modest relative to the "ow solver.

If a lift constraint is imposed, then its gradient must be calculated,
which requires additional "ow- and mesh-adjoint solutions for lift.
As shown above, the adjoint solution process is very ef!cient, and
adding this constraint represents an approximately 30% increase in
CPU time per optimization cycle. An alternative, not explored in this
work, is to impose the lift constraint as an equation in the "ow solver
and to add the angle of attack as a variable to the vectorq. Billing [76]
and Zingg and Billing [77] have shown that this approach increases
the "ow solver time between 20–50%, so the total CPU time per
optimization cycle is comparable to solving the lift-adjoint problem.

The optimization process may be curtailed due to time limits
imposed by a queuing system. In such cases, it is desirable to warm-
start the optimization using the previously calculated objectives
and gradients. Although SNOPT does not provide a warm-start
capability,§we have implemented a simple strategy that is transparent
to the optimization. SNOPT, like most gradient-based algorithms,
is deterministic and will follow the same path if given the same
information. Therefore, it is suf!cient to store the objective, con-
straint, and gradient values in the order they are produced and read
them into SNOPT in the same order during a warm start. Once all
information in the !le has been exhausted, new objectives and
gradients are evaluated and stored.

As a simple veri!cation of the optimizer, we consider an inverse
design based on surface pressure. The design variables consist of the
angle of attack and the three coordinates of a control point on the
upper surface of the wing shown in Fig. 9. The initial angle of attack
is 4 deg. A target pressure distribution is obtained by randomly
perturbing the four design variables and solving for the "ow. The
optimizer is given the unperturbed wing and angle of attack and
attempts to recover the perturbed variables using the objective

J $ 1

2

XNsurf

i$1

%pi ! pi;targ&2"Ai

where Nsurf is the total number of surface nodes, and "Ai is the
surface area element at node i. The pressure and target pressure at
node i are denoted by pi and pi;targ, respectively.

Figure 11 shows the convergence history for the inverse design
problem. The gradient converges 10 orders and the objective con-
verges 20 orders in 25 objective function and gradient evaluations.
These convergence tolerances are smaller than those typically used
in aerodynamic shape optimization, but they help demonstrate the
accuracy of the gradient. Note, in particular, the superlinear conver-
gence of the objective function.

VI. Lift-Constrained Induced-Drag Minimization
Ultimately, we wish to explore the possibility of using high-

!delity optimization to uncover novel con!gurations. However, any
algorithm designed to !nd novel con!gurations should, if suitably
constrained, recover known results. We can use this idea to demon-
strate the capabilities of the optimization algorithm. In particular, we
can begin with a low-aspect-ratio wing and minimize induced drag
under lift and bound constraints, and the algorithm should maximize
the span and the vertical extent of the wing tip.

The initial geometry is a rectangular wing with a root chord of 1, a
span of b$ 3, and NACA 0012 sections. The aspect ratio based on
the surface area is 2.917. A !ve-block mesh surrounds the geometry
with 4:05 * 105 nodes. The surfacemesh consists of 5850 nodes, and
the initial tip, leading-edge, trailing-edge, and offwall mesh spacing
is 10!3.

The blocks are associated with B-spline volumes, and the volume
mesh is parameterized with 1404 control points. The semispan wing
is parameterized using six spanwise stations of control points, with
nine control points in the streamwise direction on both the upper and
lower surfaces. The parameterization is similar to the one shown in
Fig. 9. There are 251 geometric degrees of freedom, after accounting
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§SNOPT does have a limited version of warm-starting that restarts the
optimization with the current design variables and estimates for the Lagrange
multipliers; however, the BFGS Hessian approximation is discarded.
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for coincident control points and ignoring the y coordinate of control
points on the symmetry plane (i.e., the geometry cannot move in the
spanwise direction at the symmetry plane). Including the angle of
attack gives 252 degrees of freedom in total.

When the "ow is subsonic and the trailing wake is planar, the
optimal (elliptical) loading can be achieved by varying the spanwise
distribution of twist, chord, or zero-lift angle. Therefore, the number
of degrees of freedom must be reduced to avoid nonunique inviscid
designs. For this example, the following constraints are imposed.

For this example, the following constraints are imposed:
1) Each spanwise station of control points is limited to rotations

and scalings de!ned by the leading edge (LE) and trailing edge (TE).
For each spanwise station, k$ 1; . . . ; 6, we have

x ! xLE
z ! zLE

! "
k $ rk

cos%(k& ! sin%(k&
sin%(k& cos%(k&

$ &
xTE ! xLE
zTE ! zLE

! "

k

The parameters

rk$ k x ! xLE k = k xTE ! xLE k

and

(k $ arctan"%z ! zLE&=%x ! xLE&#

are based on the initial values of the control-point coordinates.
2) The y coordinate of the spanwise stations k$ 2; . . . ; 6

maintains the same ratio with the wing span according to

yk $ )ymax

where )$ %yk=ymax& is the initial ratio.
3) To prevent streamwise translation and sweep, the quarter-chord

of each spanwise station is !xed to its initial value xqc;k:

3

4
xLE;k )

1

4
xTE;k $ xqc;k

4) The distance between the leading and trailing edges of the
spanwise sections (k$ 2; . . . ; 6) is equal to the root chord (k$ 1):

k xLE;k ! xTE;k k $ k xLE;1 ! xTE;1 k

This constraint ensures that chord-length changes cannot be used to
optimally load the design.

5) The z coordinates of the leading and trailing edges at the wing
tip are extrapolated from the two neighboring stations: that is,

zLE;k ! zLE;k!1 $ *%zLE;k!1 ! zLE;k!2&

where

* $ %yLE;k ! yLE;k!1&=%yLE;k!1 ! yLE;k!2&

An analogous constraint is applied at the trailing edge. These
constraints prevent excessive stretching of the surface mesh, which
may result if the tip station is displaced independently in the vertical
direction.

With the exception of the chord-length constraint 4, the above
constraints are linear. Linear constraints are satis!ed exactly by
SNOPT at each design iteration and effectively rede!ne the design
variables. Consequently, the effective design variables for this
example are 1) the twist at the !ve inboard semispanwise stations,
2) the vertical position of the !ve inboard stations, 3) the wing span,
and 4) the root chord.

The vertical position and twist of the tip are not design variables,
because they are determined implicitly by the inboard stations
through the constraints. The chord-length constraint is nonlinear, so
it is not satis!ed exactly at each design iteration. Nevertheless, it is
satis!ed at convergence, so chord-length can be considered an
effective design variable.

Bounds on the spanwise and vertical coordinates are necessary to
prevent wings of in!nite span or winglets of in!nite height. We
arbitrarily use the box constraints jyj ( 2:5 and jzj ( 0:25 for this
example. Constraints are also imposed on the lift and reference area,
which implies that the lift coef!cient is constrained. The reference
area is the surface area of the geometry and is constrained by its initial
value of S$ 3:08554. The target lift is chosen such thatCL $ 0:325
when the lift constraint is satis!ed. The optimization begins with an
angle of attack that produces the target lift.

Table 1 Breakdown of objective function and gradient CPU times for two gridsa

Grid size (nodes)

1:55 * 105 1:158 * 106

CPU time (12 proc.) CPU time (12 proc.)
Relative Absolute Relative Absolute

Objective function components
Mesh movement 0.121 —— 0.014 ——
Flow solution 0.877 —— 0.986 ——
Total 1.000 (107.0 s) 1.000 (1278.1 s)

Gradient components
Flow Jacobian assembly 0.005 —— 0.003 ——
ILU(2) factorization 0.032 —— 0.020 ——
GCROT "ow-adjoint solution 0.366 —— 0.397 ——
Mesh Jacobian assembly 0.007 —— 0.001 ——
ILU(1) factorization 0.020 —— 0.002 ——
PCG mesh-adjoint solution 0.083 —— 0.008 ——
Complex-step RHS assembly 0.294 —— 0.025 ——
Total 0.812 (86.8 s) 0.457 (584.0 s)

aRelative times are normalized by the total objective-function evaluation time.
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We consider a single-point optimization with the Mach number
!xed at 0.5. Practical aerodynamic optimizations must consider
multiple operating conditions (see [78] for an example), and so we
reiterate that the present problem is intended to demonstrate the
algorithm by recovering expected theoretical results.

Figure 12 shows the optimization convergence history using
several metrics. The SNOPT optimality conditions are satis!ed to
10!7 after 68 function evaluations (a function evaluation includes
computation of the objective, the constraints, and all gradients). The
total optimization requires approximately 42 h using !ve Itanium 2
processors. After 32 function evaluations, or approximately 20 h, the
coef!cient of lift and drag are accurate to three and two digits,
respectively.

Intermediate designs from the optimization process are also shown
in Fig. 12. As expected, the algorithmmaximizes the span and height
of the con!guration within the given box constraints (i.e., b$ 5 and
h$ 0:5). The aspect ratio b2=S of the !nal geometry is 8.102.

The intermediate designs demonstrate the range of geometries
handled by the geometry parameterization and mesh movement.
They also reveal the relative importance of various variables on the
design. Although twist is the!rst variable to be exploited (iterations 1
to 4), we see that most of the reduction in induced drag is achieved by
increasing span (re"ected in the geometries from iterations 8 and 16).
The remaining improvements are accomplished by changing the
vertical position and twist of the sections. Of these, the vertical extent
at the tip provides the most reduction, which is consistent with the
remarks in [79]. The vertical position of the wing root is established
toward the end of the optimization, and the convergence history
indicates that the drag is relatively insensitive to this variable.

Lifting-line theory predicts that an elliptical spanwise lift distri-
bution produces the minimum induced drag for a wing with a planar
wake. The coef!cient of drag for an elliptically loaded planar wing is
given by

CD;ellip $
C2

LS

'b2
(18)

where b is the span and S is the reference area. Recall that both CL

and S are constrained here. The coef!cient of drag for the initial
geometry isCD $ 0:0120. This is approximately 4% higher than the
drag coef!cient predicted by Eq. (18) for b$ 3, which indicates that
the initial design is not optimally loaded. In contrast, the coef!cient
of drag at the end of the optimization is CD $ 0:00403, which is 3%

lower than CD;ellip $ 0:00415 (the induced-drag coef!cient of an
elliptically loaded planar wing with an equivalent span of b$ 5).
The optimal geometry achieves a lower induced drag, because the
winglets produce a nonplanarwake.Asmentioned above,most of the
reduction in drag from the initial value of CD $ 0:0120 to the !nal
value of CD $ 0:00403 is due to the increase in span [i.e., the b!2

factor in Eq. (18)].
Finally, we conducted a grid re!nement study to con!rm the

performance of the !nal design.We re!ned the grid by a factor of 4 in
each coordinate direction and broke each block into 64 individual
blocks. Hence, the re!ned grid consists of 320 blocks and
approximately 25:9 * 106 nodes. The re!ned-grid node locations
were determined using the B-spline volumes. One of the advantages
of the present approach is the easewith which re!nement studies can
be carried out after an optimization.

Using the re!ned grid, the coef!cients of lift and drag were found
to be CL $ 0:3255 and CD $ 0:003935, respectively. Based on this
coef!cient of lift, and the re!ned-surface-area value of 3.08630, the
coef!cient of drag for a planar wing with elliptical loading is pre-
dicted to beCD;ellip $ 0:004163. Thus, rather than 3%, the optimized
design produces closer to 5% lower induced drag than predicted by
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lifting-line theory for an optimally loaded planar wing. Figure 13
compares the spanwise lift distribution of the optimized geometry,
obtained on the re!ned grid, with an elliptical lift distribution. There
is a marked difference in the two distributions, as expected from the
nonplanar optimized geometry.

VII. Conclusions
To what extent can numerical optimization be used to !nd novel

and ef!cient aerodynamic con!gurations? As a !rst step toward
answering this question, we have developed a robust and ef!cient
optimizer for the Euler equations.

An important aspect of the present work is an integrated param-
eterization and mesh movement that is "exible enough to explore a
wide range of designs. The integrated approach uses B-spline
volumes to parameterize the mesh, substantially reducing the
number of degrees of freedom used in the mesh movement. B-spline
mesh movement produces grids with quality comparable to those
obtained using node-based linear-elasticity mesh movement, while
requiring two to three orders less CPU time. The integrated approach
also reduces the cost of the mesh-adjoint solution, despite consi-
derable use of complex-step differentiation. For typical grid
densities, the mesh-movement and mesh-adjoint solutions represent
less than 5% of the total computational work.

For the solution of the "ow-adjoint equations, we have shown that
a Krylov iterative solver with a nested subspace (GCROT) is more
robust than restarted "exible GMRES with equivalent memory
requirements. Using the mesh-movement and "ow adjoints, the
gradient of an objective is evaluated in less than 50% of the time
needed for a "ow solution on typical meshes.

The algorithm components are integrated with the optimizer
SNOPT and demonstrated on a lift-constrained induced-drag mini-
mization of a rectangular wing. The optimizer correctly maximizes
the span of the wing and the vertical extent of the wing tip. Partially
converged results are available in 20 h with three- and two-digit
convergence in the lift and drag, respectively, using !ve processors.
Full convergence of the KKT conditions is achieved in 42 h. This
case establishes that the algorithm can ef!ciently solve dif!cult
optimization problems that include large changes in the initial
geometry. Future work will include incorporating the Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes equations, a turbulence model, and multi-
point optimization.
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